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Niepoort @ The Wine Advocate

COLHEITAS

Niepoort is one of the Douro houses known for its Colheitas, a particular bragging 
point (among others). This lineup was typically aged in oak casks ranging from 
550 to 600L and comes from old vines (around 60+ years, depending of course on 
which bottling).

99 POINTS | 1934 Colheita 

The 1934 is an example of a wine in bottle a long, long time�fortunately 
Niepoort�s Colheitas do have normal, long corks. If this handsome beast is this 
dense, concentrated and powerful now, I can barely imagine what it must have 
been like when it was bottled. My mouth waters to think of it. Remember, too, that 
this had less than 50 years in cask. What would a version bottled today be like? 
Besides the notable concentration and viscosity, it has powerful acidity to cut 
through its palate and make it seem bright and vibrant as well, with some brandy 
in the background. Aromatics, viscosity, acidity, complexity, amazing finish�it 
isn�t missing much. Well, perhaps elegance isn�t a word you�d use often here. If it 
seems rich, the amazing nose is so powerful, projecting molasses and dark 
chocolate, that it promises three times that level of richness. The acidity cuts the 
viscosity nicely, enlivens the wine and hammers home a deliciously, juicy finish 
that lingers more or less forever. Embarrassing to admit, but I forgot to brush my 
teeth after one tasting of this. The next morning, I could still taste it on my teeth, 
identifiable and rather fresh. With air and a couple of days, this wine loses just a 
tiny bit of its rich feel and begins to show more of its powerful structure. There is 
a lot of underlying power here, period. It never lost that rich texture and viscosity. 
It seemed more or less identical on Day 2 to Day 1, perhaps even better. By Day 3, 
it seemed to acquire just a bit more austerity, losing a little sugar and becoming a 
bit sterner, with an increasingly intense dark molasses and treacle overlay. That�s 
relative, of course. Everything remained in place. It was never less than 
remarkable. Then, it settled in and remained largely unchanged for as long as I 
had it, about a week. Note that this is also a good example of needing to drink the 
wine at the right temperature. Too hot (or, for that matter, too cold) and it could 
seem harsh, which is typical of many tawnies. Overall, I thought it drank best 
around 62F. At that point, all I could say is--what a remarkable beauty. This 
dense, full throttle Colheita simply takes no prisoners. If you�re looking for gentle 
and easy, this sure isn�t going to satisfy that urge on opening. It is a good example 
of how great older Colheitas can be�but also why some would just as soon have 
easier, lighter, gentler versions, typically younger. (Try Krohn�s 1987 or a 
Niepoort 1978 for an easier, more graceful style. It�s not just about age, to be sure, 
but also style and year.) All things said, this is simply brilliant. It is at a level of 
intensity and concentration that must be experienced.



91 POINTS | 1978 Colheita 

The 1978 vintage was both �wonderfully elegant� and more concentrated as a result of its aging regimen even if 
overshadowed by the fine vintage before it, says the winery. Keep your focus initially on that concentrated part�although, 
only initially, because that was largely an illusion. This ultimately resolved into a remarkably graceful wine, but on opening 
it seemed viscous in texture, rich and unbelievably sexy. Yet, given a lighter styled vintage, perhaps here is an example of 
how these wines can change with all that time in bottle. As dramatic as it was on opening�my first score impression was 
way higher!--it evolved quickly that night and changed even more over the next several days to a point where it was 
eventually showing rather light. Perhaps the long time in bottle for a wine that was not overly concentrated in the first place 
contributed to its quick evolution when opened. I still liked it a lot, don�t misunderstand. One of the more graceful older 
wines here, with a bright demeanor, persistence and flavor, it is beautifully balanced. For all of its early �wow� factor, it 
managed to resolve quickly to that elegance initially advertised. In its style, it is superb, but my initial enthusiasm was 
constrained. If its style is your style, it will be a big hit. I am remembering Jorge Moreira�s comments on liking them as they 
age under cork as I write this. It is a bit understated.

90 POINTS | 1979 Colheita 

The 1979 is a very restrained and elegant Colheita, graceful and aromatic, with some kickers in the back. This is something 
that starts slowly and gains on you�it doesn�t seem brilliant, but it ultimately becomes adored. There is a whiff of brandy 
in the background that became a bit more obvious with air and warmth. The winery notes that this is not a remarkable year, 
but they did manage to put aside some small lots that have come into their own. It certainly has�it is quite lovely. It did, 
however, fade a bit in a few days, just a little, though. However understated, the bright feel never disappeared and it is 
simply loaded with charm, not to mention a juicy, sweet and delectable finish.

89 POINTS | 1984 Colheita 

This is a year with a harvest known to be rather tricky, the winery says, adding that 1984s can still be underrated if picking 
dates were right. Sweet on opening with a rich finish, this fleshed out nicely with air after an unassuming beginning. It does 
show a considerable kicker of brandy which mixes with the sweet finish. This is a good example of a tawny that really 
benefits from being drunk cool. I inadvertently tasted this initially at room temperature (over 70), and it was harsh, the 
alcohol impossible to handle. At 58F, it was quite nice. Despite the good concentration and power here, there is a big hit of 
alcohol that I found distracting at times. If you don�t mind the slight brandy-centric focus, it is pretty fine. Comparing this 
to the �79 and �86 in sequence certainly helps underscore how much the vintage can matter and why Colheitas are 
individuals, not wines from a cookie cutter. There were times when I liked this a lot. It pales only in comparison. In 
particular, I liked it better after it was a few days open than when first tasted. Call this a compromise score.

92 POINTS | 1986 Colheita 

A harvest in good conditions followed an uncertain summer, says the winery. When this opened, it seemed light and 
elegant, bright and graceful with just a little brandy up front. Tightly wound and sufficiently penetrating, it was well 
focused, but relied on grace and charm, not power in this lineup. Yet, after it woke up and then spent a couple of days in 
bottle it seemed dramatically improved, deeper and more intense, a bit brandy-centric like the �84 while adding richness, 
sweetness and some sex appeal. Suddenly, I have to say I was liking this much more. As it aired and warmed in the glass 
on Day 4, it showed a little more brandy, a little more of an intellectual note. This wine sometimes broods. It was a nice 
contrast to the sunny 1987 Colheita.

93 POINTS | 1987 Colheita 

The 1987 was from a ripe vintage, says the winery. While the predecessor, the �86, brooded a bit at times, showing darker 
flavors and a little more brandy, this Colheita, more or less a 20 year tawny, was always sweet and vibrant, sunny and 
vivacious with beautiful intensity of flavors and delectable sugar mingling with the acidity. After a sugary beginning, it 
managed to hold its balance extremely well. To its credit, this elegant but rather sexy wine was better some 3 days later, 
showing a bit more concentration, while retaining that fresh and vivacious, sweet and sexy demeanor.
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91 POINTS | 1998 Colheita 

The winery finds apricots and figs here. It certainly has a slightly different flavor profile on opening, even if only a nuance 
of dark fruit and bitter chocolate. While it does not open sunny or easy, it becomes that with time, drinking far better and 
more harmoniously on Day 3. On Day 6, it is simply delightful. As tawnies this young go, this still has fine intensity, a 
beautiful, burnished feel to it and a delicious, lingering finish. It is also concentrated, relatively speaking, and it becomes 
more expressive and complex with time and air. There is always power lurking underneath. I really liked this young tawny 
a lot. The early touch of harshness on the finish moderated.

90 POINTS | 1999 Colheita 

The vintage featured grapes suffering due to lack of rain, but they were fortunately harvested before torrential rainfall that 
finally arrived in late September, says the winery. Focused and penetrating on opening, this still seemed a bit light 
compared to some other Niepoorts, but it gathered itself and showed a slightly syrupy hint and a wonderful flavor medley. 
There is more here than first is apparent. The acidity, sugar and fruit mingle brilliantly, even if it is a bit understated and 
restrained. Increasingly graceful after several days, it never gave up even a little on that wonderfully bright and delicious 
finish that first made me a fan. It is ultimately quite lovely, balanced and vibrant. I may have preferred it after several days 
open.

91 POINTS | 2001 Colheita 

This 2001 Colheita is from a vintage that was one of my favorites (and, from my conversations with him, I think one of Dirk 
Niepoort�s favorites) for Douro table wines. Maybe referencing conditions for table wines to Port does not always work 
out, but this, like the dry wines, seems quite fine. While elegant, it is also relatively concentrated for its young age, 
persistent and focused, with fine acidity, penetration and well controlled power. The finish provides delicious intensity of 
flavor. Between the surprising density and fine finish, this is most certainly one of my favorite young tawnies in this report. 
It is a beauty�and you can cite this to me when I start raving about the older ones. It is also a good example again of 
drinking these at the right temperature. It was fantastic at 62F, boring at 74F.
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